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Abstract
Robert Ritter, Veterans Remember, VRV-V-D-2015-080
Biographical Information Overview of Interview: Robert Ritter was born October 11, 1945
and grew up in the small town of Farmer City, Illinois. He moved to Monticello, Illinois in 1971
where he still lived at the time of the interview. He went to Navy boot camp for two weeks in San
Diego, California, after which he underwent additional training at the Great Lakes Naval Training
Center in Illinois. Altogether, he went through sixty weeks of school, learning how to maintain and
operate electronic equipment. Following that training, Ritter was assigned to the guided missile
cruiser, the USS Canberra (CAG 2), which was based at San Diego, California. It made frequent
cruises to Vietnam to support combat operations while Ritter was assigned to the ship from late
1967 to 1969. He operated and maintained fire control equipment, especially for the ship’s 3-inch
and 5-inch guns, which had a maximum range of twenty-five miles. The guns were often used to
support the forces on shore. Among the USS Canberra’s many missions, it supported Operation Sea
Dragon as well as the liberation of Hue after the communists seized the city in early 1968 during the
Tet Offensive. The USS Canberra also engaged enemy ships, destroyed enemy bunkers and “took
out” islands, with the aid of spotters from shore.
The USS Canberra used Subic Bay in the Philippines for repairs and it was also the port where
the crew spent their R&Rs. Ritter says the war helped him and his wife develop a closer relationship
because they wrote letters to each other every day. Ritter describes the poor living conditions and
slum towns in the Philippines, Japan and Hong Kong compared to the quality of living in America.
His experiences taught him to appreciate life and everything America has to offer. He believes
every man should consider serving because it gave him great training as an individual.
Subject Headings/Key Words: US. Navy during the Vietnam War; Monticello, Illinois;
Operation Sea Dragon; North Vietnamese equipment; Subic Bay, Philippines; USS Canberra (CAG
2); Great Lakes Naval Training Center; naval fire control technician; censorship of letters during
Vietnam War; Vietnam Traveling Memorial Wall; Vietnamese Demilitarized Zone; National
Defense Ribbon; Republic of Vietnam Ribbon;
Note to the Reader: Readers of the oral history memoir should bear in mind that this is a
transcript of the spoken word, and that the interviewer, interviewee and editor sought to preserve the
informal, conversational style that is inherent in such historical sources. The Abraham Lincoln
Presidential Library is not responsible for the factual accuracy of the memoir, nor for the views
expressed therein. We leave these for the reader to judge.
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